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Sea-level trends 1992-2009

http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/en/news/ocean-indicators/mean-sea-level/
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Sea level rise
-melting ice

-seawater expansion

<3 in/century
6 in/century

1 ft/century

2-3 ft/century?

Greenland melting
Greenland's main outlet glaciers have more Greenland's main outlet glaciers have more 
than doubled their contribution to global than doubled their contribution to global 
sea level rise over the last decade. sea level rise over the last decade. 
Ice loss, which has been wellIce loss, which has been well--documented documented 
over southern portions of Greenland, is over southern portions of Greenland, is 
now spreading up along the northwest now spreading up along the northwest 
coastcoast

Khan, S. A., J. Wahr, M. Bevis, I. Velicogna, and E. Kendrick (2010), Spread of ice mass loss into northwest Greenland 
observed by GRACE and GPS, Geophys. Res. Lett., 37, L06501, doi:10.1029/2010GL042460.
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2007 2009

9. The worlds ice is melting
In the past decade, the annual difference of melting and 

snowfall on Greenland tripled.

2008

In the past 11 years, the 
total mass deficit of 
Greenland tripled.

Greenland ice mass

Velicogna, I. (2009), Increasing rates of ice mass loss from the Greenland and 
Antarctic ice sheets revealed by GRACE, GRL,36,L19503
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20% decline 20% decline 
and still and still 
meltingmelting

Antarctica is 
losing mass

•All regions of Antarctica are warming.
• Overall ice loss in Antarctica increased by 75% in the last 10 years.

Antarctica ice mass

Velicogna, I. (2009), Increasing rates of ice mass loss from the Greenland and 
Antarctic ice sheets revealed by GRACE, GRL,36,L19503
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Over 80% of global heating
has been absorbed by the oceans
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10. Thermal expansion of 
ocean water is a major 

source of sea-level rise.

More than 90 percent of Earth’s 
warming during the past 50 years 
has gone into the ocean. Warming 
has been observed even in the 
bottom-most reaches of the 
ocean, but most of the heat is 
accumulating in the ocean’s near-
surface layers.

http://www.climatewatch.noaa.gov/2010/images/new-evidence-on-warming-ocean

NOAA Climate Watch Magazine (on-line)

11. The water cycle has changed 
(warmer atmosphere)

[1] P. Groisman, R. Knight, T. Karl, D. Easterling, B. Sun, J. Lawrimore, 2004 Contemporary changes of the hydrological cycle over the contiguous US, trends derived 
from in situ observations Journal of Hydrometeorology 5(1): 64-85. In: Global Climate Change Impacts in the US, T. R. Karl, J. M. Melillo, T. C. Peterson, (eds.). Cambridge 
University Press, 2009.
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Increase in 
very heavy 

precipitation 
(heaviest 1% of all 

events) 1958-
2007

[1] P. Ya. Groisman, R.W. Knight, T.R. Karl, D.R. Easterling, B. Sun, J.H. Lawrimore, 2004 “Contemporary changes of the hydrological cycle over the contiguous US, 
trends derived from in situ observations” Journal of Hydrometeorology 5(1): 64-85. Cited in: Global Climate Change Impacts in the US, T. R. Karl, J. M. Melillo, T. C. Peterson, 
(eds.). Cambridge University Press, 2009.

Global 
Drought

Palmer Drought Severity Index

……global warming due to global warming due to 
human activities is human activities is 
increasing the severity increasing the severity 
of drought in areas of drought in areas 
that already have that already have 
drought and causing drought and causing 
more rainfall in areas more rainfall in areas 
that are already wet.that are already wet.

Zhang, Y.-C., W.B. Rossow, and P.W. 
Stackhouse, Jr., 2007: Comparison of 
different global information sources 
used in surface radiative flux calculation: 
Radiative properties of the surface. J. 
Geophys. Res., 112, D01102, 
doi:10.1029/2005JD007008. 
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Fate of Anthropogenic CO2 Emissions (2000-2009)

1.1±0.7 PgC y-1

+7.7±0.5 PgC y-1

2.4 PgC y-1

27%
Calculated as the residual of 

all other flux components

4.1±0.1 PgC y-1

47%

26%
2.3±0.4 PgC y-1

Average of 5 models

Global Carbon Project 2010; Updated from Le Quéré et al. 2009, Nature Geoscience; Canadell et al. 2007, PNAS

12. The ocean has acidified.

Hoegh-Guldberg et al., Coral Reefs Under Rapid Climate Change and Ocean Acidification, Science, Vol. 318, pp 1737-42 (Dec. 14, 2007).
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Time-Series Measurements
Measurements of DIC at HOTMeasurements of DIC at HOT

Document rise in DIC since 1989Document rise in DIC since 1989
Parallel trend in atmosphereParallel trend in atmosphere
Confirm uptake of COConfirm uptake of CO22 by oceansby oceans

TimeTime--series of mean carbonic acid system measurements series of mean carbonic acid system measurements 
within selected depth layers at Station ALOHA, 1988within selected depth layers at Station ALOHA, 1988––20072007

Dore J E et al. PNAS 2009;106:12235Dore J E et al. PNAS 2009;106:12235--1224012240

©2009 by National Academy of Sciences

Ocean uptake of fossil fuel Ocean uptake of fossil fuel 
COCO22 is now proceeding at is now proceeding at 
about 1 million metric tons of about 1 million metric tons of 
COCO22 per hourper hour

Accumulated burden of Accumulated burden of 
fossil fuel COfossil fuel CO22 in ocean in ocean 
water >530 billion tonswater >530 billion tons

Increasing COIncreasing CO22 in sea water in sea water 
induces changes in pHinduces changes in pH
Decreasing trend in pH (0Decreasing trend in pH (0--30 30 
m) is indistinguishable from m) is indistinguishable from 
the rate of acidification the rate of acidification 
expected from equilibration expected from equilibration 
with the atmosphere with the atmosphere 
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Unexpected Consequences of OA

Nitrification is a central process in the nitrogen cycle that prNitrification is a central process in the nitrogen cycle that produces oduces 
oxidized forms of nitrogen used by phytoplankton and other oxidized forms of nitrogen used by phytoplankton and other 
microorganisms in the seamicroorganisms in the sea
Results suggest that OA could reduce nitrification rates by 21Results suggest that OA could reduce nitrification rates by 21--23% 23% 
within the next few decadeswithin the next few decades

Affect oceanic NAffect oceanic N22O productionO production
Reducing supplies of oxidized nitrogen in the upperReducing supplies of oxidized nitrogen in the upper
Fundamentally alter nitrogen cycling in the sea Fundamentally alter nitrogen cycling in the sea 

BemanBeman et alet al. 2010, PNAS in press. 2010, PNAS in press

Microbial nitrification Microbial nitrification 
rates decreased in rates decreased in 
every instance when every instance when 
pH was experimentally pH was experimentally 
reduced (by 0.05reduced (by 0.05--0.14) 0.14) 
at multiple locations in at multiple locations in 
the Atlantic and the Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans Pacific Oceans 

13. Storms in a warmer world
Fewer hurricanes but Fewer hurricanes but 
strongerstronger
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HawaiiHawaii

14. Hawaii's climate is changing14. Hawaii's climate is changing

Rainfall (Rainfall (--15%) and stream discharge have 15%) and stream discharge have 
decreaseddecreased
Air temperature is increasing (0.3Air temperature is increasing (0.3ooF/decade), F/decade), 
tropical winds have decreased, tropics have tropical winds have decreased, tropics have 
expanded expanded 
Rainstorm intensity has increased (+12%)Rainstorm intensity has increased (+12%)
Sea surface temperatures are rising Sea surface temperatures are rising 
(0.22(0.22ooF/decade)F/decade)
Ocean has grown more acidicOcean has grown more acidic
Sea level is risingSea level is rising
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Hawaii Air Temperature is Warming

Sea level rise leads to flooding by
• Groundwater rise
•Wave overtopping

•Lack of runoff drainage
•Coastal erosion
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Storm Storm 
drains drains 

backed up backed up 
at high at high 
tide.tide.
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Sea level rise will be a 
significant problem in 

Hawaii

Land within 1 ft of high tide
flooded 6 wks/year by 2040
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Decreased trade winds in Decreased trade winds in 
PacificPacific

VeechiVeechi et al., 2006et al., 2006
3.5% decrease in Pacific trade winds, consistent with modeling3.5% decrease in Pacific trade winds, consistent with modeling
modeling = anthropogenic warming, modeling = anthropogenic warming, 
altered circulation in Pacific, further weakening in 21altered circulation in Pacific, further weakening in 21stst CenturyCentury

Enduring Consequences

Nature 458, 1102-1103 (30 April 2009) | doi:10.1038/4581102a; Published online 29 April 2009
Overshoot, adapt and recover; M.Parry, J.Lowe & C.Hanson

Climate Bill - Cuts production of greenhouse gases 17% by 2020, and 83% by 2050

2oC
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Avoiding the Worst
Compared to no reductions, ~70% reductions  by 2100 Compared to no reductions, ~70% reductions  by 2100 
will:will:

COCO22 concentration of about 450 parts per millionconcentration of about 450 parts per million
Air temperature about 4Air temperature about 4ooF higherF higher
Prevent half the warming that would otherwise occur.Prevent half the warming that would otherwise occur.
Allow for some preservation of Arctic sea ice Allow for some preservation of Arctic sea ice 
Heat waves about 55% less intenseHeat waves about 55% less intense
SLR from SLR from thermal expansion thermal expansion alone would be about 57% alone would be about 57% 
lower, ~6 in (17 in)lower, ~6 in (17 in)
SLR would continue into the 22SLR would continue into the 22ndnd century and for century and for 
several centuries thereafter. several centuries thereafter. 

[i] Washington, W. M., R. Knutti, G. A. Meehl, H. Teng, C. Tebaldi, D. Lawrence, L. Buja, and W. G. Strand (2009), How much 
climate change can be avoided by mitigation?, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L08703, doi:10.1029/2008GL037074.

ClimateGate
NatureNature editorialeditorial-- ““Nothing in the emails undermines the Nothing in the emails undermines the 
scientific case that global warming is real scientific case that global warming is real –– or that human or that human 
activities are almost certainly the cause.activities are almost certainly the cause.””
Washington Times Washington Times –– “…“…stolen emails mean less than they stolen emails mean less than they 
seem.seem.””
ReutersReuters –– ““Hacked emails awkward, not game changer.Hacked emails awkward, not game changer.””
TIME TIME –– ““The truth is that the eThe truth is that the e--mails, while unseemly, do little mails, while unseemly, do little 
to change the overwhelming scientific consensus on the reality to change the overwhelming scientific consensus on the reality 
of manof man--made climate change.made climate change.””
Union of Concerned Scientists Union of Concerned Scientists –– “…“…the emails do raise the emails do raise 
some valid concerns about scientific integrity, they do not some valid concerns about scientific integrity, they do not 
indicate that climate data and research have been indicate that climate data and research have been 
compromised." compromised." 
CONCLUSION? Although the eCONCLUSION? Although the e--mails have no bearing on the mails have no bearing on the 
scientific case for climate change, they'll likely have a major scientific case for climate change, they'll likely have a major 
political impact. political impact. 
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Climate change is realClimate change is real
There will always be uncertainty in understanding a There will always be uncertainty in understanding a 
system as complex as the worldsystem as complex as the world’’s climate. However s climate. However 
there is now strong evidence that significant global there is now strong evidence that significant global 
warming is occurring. The evidence comes from direct warming is occurring. The evidence comes from direct 
measurements of rising air temperatures and ocean measurements of rising air temperatures and ocean 
temperatures and from increases in global sea levels, temperatures and from increases in global sea levels, 
retreating glaciers, and changes to many physical and retreating glaciers, and changes to many physical and 
biological systems. It is likely that most of the warming biological systems. It is likely that most of the warming 
in recent decades can be attributed to human activities. in recent decades can be attributed to human activities. 
This warming has already led to changes in the Earth's This warming has already led to changes in the Earth's 
climate.climate.

Statement of 11 academies of science: Brazil, Canada, China, Statement of 11 academies of science: Brazil, Canada, China, 
France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, UK, US  2005 France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, UK, US  2005 
http://www.nationalacademies.org/onpi/06072005.pdfhttp://www.nationalacademies.org/onpi/06072005.pdf
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(Ruddiman 2005)

Ruddiman’s Hypothesis
Human activity influenced atmospheric gas Human activity influenced atmospheric gas 
concentrationsconcentrations

COCO22 increased about 8,000 years agoincreased about 8,000 years ago
CHCH44 increased about 5,000 years agoincreased about 5,000 years ago

Halted the development of another ice ageHalted the development of another ice age
Without increase in greenhouse gases, Without increase in greenhouse gases, 
northern hemisphere would have cooled by northern hemisphere would have cooled by 
44ººCC

Cool enough to form glacial iceCool enough to form glacial ice
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Ruddiman’s Hypothesis
Challenges the conventional assumption that Challenges the conventional assumption that 
greenhouse gases released by human activities have greenhouse gases released by human activities have 
perturbed the earthperturbed the earth’’s climate only with the last s climate only with the last 
200 y200 y
New evidence suggests instead that our human New evidence suggests instead that our human 
ancestors began contributing significant quantities ancestors began contributing significant quantities 
of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere thousands of greenhouse gases to the atmosphere thousands 
of years earlier by clearing forests and irrigating of years earlier by clearing forests and irrigating 
fields to grow cropsfields to grow crops
As a result, human beings kept the planet notably As a result, human beings kept the planet notably 
warmer than it would have been otherwise warmer than it would have been otherwise –– and and 
possibly even averted the start of a new ice age!possibly even averted the start of a new ice age!
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Agricultural terraces 
have been constructed 
for ~2000 years. The 
photo on the right are 
terraces in Guizhou
Province, China.
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Minimum Ice
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(Ferretti and others 2005)
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What happened
in 1492?
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Plows, Plagues & Petroleum
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CO2 and Long-Term Climate
What has moderated Earth surface What has moderated Earth surface 
temperature over the last 4.55 by so thattemperature over the last 4.55 by so that

All surface vegetation did not All surface vegetation did not 
spontaneously catch on fire and all lakes spontaneously catch on fire and all lakes 
and oceans vaporize?and oceans vaporize?
All lakes and ocean did not freeze solid?All lakes and ocean did not freeze solid?

Greenhouse Worlds
Why is Venus so much hotter than Earth?Why is Venus so much hotter than Earth?

Although solar radiation 2x Earth, most is Although solar radiation 2x Earth, most is 
reflected but 96% of back radiation absorbedreflected but 96% of back radiation absorbed
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Energy Budget
EarthEarth’’s temperature constant ~15s temperature constant ~15°°CC

Energy loss must = incoming energyEnergy loss must = incoming energy
Earth is constantly receiving heat Earth is constantly receiving heat 
from Sun, therefore must lose equal from Sun, therefore must lose equal 
amount of heat back to spaceamount of heat back to space

Heat loss called back radiationHeat loss called back radiation
Wavelengths in the infrared (longWavelengths in the infrared (long--wave wave 
radiation)radiation)

Earth is a radiator of heatEarth is a radiator of heat
If T > 1If T > 1°°K, radiator of heatK, radiator of heat

Energy Budget
Average EarthAverage Earth’’s surface temperature  s surface temperature  
~15~15°°CC
Reasonable assumptionReasonable assumption

Surface of Earth radiates heat with an Surface of Earth radiates heat with an 
average temperature of 15average temperature of 15°°CC

However, satellite data indicate Earth However, satellite data indicate Earth 
radiating heat average temperature ~radiating heat average temperature ~--1616°°CC
Why the discrepancy?Why the discrepancy?

What What accounts for the 31accounts for the 31°°C heating?C heating?
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Energy Budget
Greenhouse gases absorb 95% of the longGreenhouse gases absorb 95% of the long--
wave, back radiation emitted from Earthwave, back radiation emitted from Earth’’s s 
surfacesurface

Trapped radiation reradiated down to Trapped radiation reradiated down to 
EarthEarth’’s surfaces surface
Accounts for the 31Accounts for the 31°°C heatingC heating
Satellites donSatellites don’’t detect radiationt detect radiation
Muffling effect from greenhouse gasesMuffling effect from greenhouse gases

Heat radiated back to space from elevation Heat radiated back to space from elevation 
of about 5 km (top of clouds) average 240 W of about 5 km (top of clouds) average 240 W 
mm--22

Keeps EarthKeeps Earth’’s temperature in balances temperature in balance

Greenhouse Worlds
Why is Venus so much hotter than Earth?Why is Venus so much hotter than Earth?

Although solar radiation 2x Earth, most is Although solar radiation 2x Earth, most is 
reflected but 96% of back radiation absorbedreflected but 96% of back radiation absorbed
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What originally controlled C?
In solar nebula most carbon was CHIn solar nebula most carbon was CH44

Lost from Earth and VenusLost from Earth and Venus
Earth captured 1 in 3000 carbon atomsEarth captured 1 in 3000 carbon atoms

Tiny carbon fraction in the atmosphere as COTiny carbon fraction in the atmosphere as CO22
•• 60 out of every million C atoms60 out of every million C atoms

Bulk of carbon in sediments on EarthBulk of carbon in sediments on Earth
•• CaCOCaCO33 (limestone and dolostone) and organic (limestone and dolostone) and organic 

residues (kerogen)residues (kerogen)
Venus probably had similar early planetary historyVenus probably had similar early planetary history

Most carbon is in atmosphere as COMost carbon is in atmosphere as CO22
Venus has conditions that would prevail on EarthVenus has conditions that would prevail on Earth

All COAll CO22 locked up in sediments were released to locked up in sediments were released to 
the atmospherethe atmosphere

Earth and Venus
Water balance different on Earth and VenusWater balance different on Earth and Venus
If Venus and Earth started with same components If Venus and Earth started with same components 

Venus should have eitherVenus should have either
Sizable oceansSizable oceans
Atmosphere dominated by steamAtmosphere dominated by steam

H present initially as HH present initially as H22O escaped to spaceO escaped to space
HH22O transported "top" of the Venusian O transported "top" of the Venusian 
atmosphereatmosphere
Disassociated forming H and O atomsDisassociated forming H and O atoms
H escaped the atmosphereH escaped the atmosphere
Oxygen stirred back to surfaceOxygen stirred back to surface

•• Reacted with iron forming iron oxideReacted with iron forming iron oxide
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Planetary Evolution Similar
Although Earth and Venus started with Although Earth and Venus started with 
same componentssame components

Earth evolved such that carbon safely Earth evolved such that carbon safely 
buried in early sedimentsburied in early sediments

Avoiding runaway greenhouse effectAvoiding runaway greenhouse effect
Venus built up COVenus built up CO22 in the atmospherein the atmosphere

BuildBuild--up led to high temperatureup led to high temperature
High enough to kill all lifeHigh enough to kill all life
•• If life ever did get a footholdIf life ever did get a foothold

Once hot, could not coolOnce hot, could not cool

Why Runaway Greenhouse?
Don't know why Venus Don't know why Venus 
climate went haywireclimate went haywire

Extra sunlight Extra sunlight 
Venus receives?Venus receives?
Life perhaps never Life perhaps never 
got started?got started?

No sink for No sink for 
carbon in organic carbon in organic 
mattermatter

Was the initial Was the initial 
component of water component of water 
smaller than that on smaller than that on 
Earth?Earth?
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Early Earth: Faint Young Sun
Solar Luminosity 4.55 bya 25% Solar Luminosity 4.55 bya 25% 
lower than todaylower than today
Faint young Sun paradoxFaint young Sun paradox

If early Earth had no If early Earth had no 
atmosphere or todayatmosphere or today’’s s 
atmosphereatmosphere
Radiant energy at surface Radiant energy at surface 
well below 0well below 0°°C for first 3 C for first 3 
billion years of Earth historybillion years of Earth history
No evidence in early Earth No evidence in early Earth 
rock record that planet was rock record that planet was 
frozenfrozen

Early Earth: A Greenhouse World
Early Earth was more Early Earth was more 
VenusVenus--likelike
Models indicate that Models indicate that 
greenhouse requiredgreenhouse required
Several greenhouse Several greenhouse 
gasesgases

HH22O, COO, CO22, CH, CH44, NH, NH33, , 
NN22OO
HH22O and COO and CO22 most most 
likelylikely

101022--101033 x PAL COx PAL CO22
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Early Earth Atmosphere
Faint young Sun paradox presents dilemmaFaint young Sun paradox presents dilemma

1) What is the source for high levels of 1) What is the source for high levels of 
greenhouse gases in Earthgreenhouse gases in Earth’’s earliest s earliest 
atmosphere?atmosphere?
2) How were those gases removed with 2) How were those gases removed with 
time?time?

Models indicate SunModels indicate Sun’’s strength increased s strength increased 
slowly with timeslowly with time
Geologic record strongly suggests Earth Geologic record strongly suggests Earth 
maintained a moderate climate maintained a moderate climate 
throughout Earth history (throughout Earth history (i.e.i.e., no , no 
runaway greenhouse like on Venus)runaway greenhouse like on Venus)

Source of Greenhouse Gases
Input of COInput of CO22 and other greenhouse gases from and other greenhouse gases from 
volcanic emissionsvolcanic emissions

Most likely cause of high levels in early EarthMost likely cause of high levels in early Earth
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Is Volcanic CO2 Earth’s Thermostat?
If volcanic COIf volcanic CO22 emissions provided the early Earth emissions provided the early Earth 
greenhouse, has volcanic activity continuously slowed greenhouse, has volcanic activity continuously slowed 
through geologic time?  through geologic time?  No, butNo, but……
Carbon input balanced by removalCarbon input balanced by removal

Near surface carbon reservoirsNear surface carbon reservoirs
Stop all volcanic input of COStop all volcanic input of CO22

Take 270,000 years to deplete atmospheric COTake 270,000 years to deplete atmospheric CO22

Surface carbon reservoirs (41,700 gt) divided by Surface carbon reservoirs (41,700 gt) divided by 
volcanic carbon input (0.15 gt yvolcanic carbon input (0.15 gt y--11))

Rate of volcanic CORate of volcanic CO22 emissions have potential to emissions have potential to 
strongly affect atmospheric COstrongly affect atmospheric CO22 levels on billionlevels on billion--year year 
timescaletimescale

Volcanic CO2 inputs?
No geologic, geophysical or geochemical No geologic, geophysical or geochemical 
evidence indicates that rates of tectonism evidence indicates that rates of tectonism 
decreased slowly through Earth historydecreased slowly through Earth history

Rates of volcanic CORates of volcanic CO22 input did not input did not 
change slowly with timechange slowly with time
Volcanic COVolcanic CO22 emissions did not moderate emissions did not moderate 
Earth climate through geologic timeEarth climate through geologic time
If not inputs, what about a change in If not inputs, what about a change in 
removal rate of atmospheric COremoval rate of atmospheric CO22??
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Removal of Atmospheric CO2
Slow chemical weathering of continental rocks Slow chemical weathering of continental rocks 
balances input of CObalances input of CO22 to atmosphereto atmosphere
Chemical weathering reactions importantChemical weathering reactions important

Hydrolysis and DissolutionHydrolysis and Dissolution

Acid Rain

Both natural and anthropogenic Both natural and anthropogenic 
processes cause acidification of processes cause acidification of 
precipitationprecipitation..

NaturalNatural: CO: CO22 ——> H> H22COCO33 (carbonic acid); (carbonic acid); 
acids from volcanoes (COacids from volcanoes (CO22 and Hand H22S)S)

AnthropogenicAnthropogenic: Oxides of N are by: Oxides of N are by--
products (nitric acid)products (nitric acid)
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Acid Rain
Since the 1950s the pH of precipitation in Since the 1950s the pH of precipitation in 
eastern N. America has decreased (eastern N. America has decreased (i.ei.e., ., 
more acidic) significantly over a large areamore acidic) significantly over a large area
Other regions effected include eastern Other regions effected include eastern 
Europe and ChinaEurope and China
Consequences of more acidic precipitation Consequences of more acidic precipitation 
include problems for fish and other include problems for fish and other 
wildlife and increased chemical wildlife and increased chemical 
weathering, especially of regions with lots weathering, especially of regions with lots 
of carbonate rocksof carbonate rocks

Before
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After

Hydrolysis
Main mechanism of chemical weathering that Main mechanism of chemical weathering that 
removes atmospheric COremoves atmospheric CO22
Reaction of silicate minerals with carbonic Reaction of silicate minerals with carbonic 
acid to form clay minerals and dissolved ionsacid to form clay minerals and dissolved ions
Summarized by the Urey reactionSummarized by the Urey reaction

CaSiOCaSiO33 + H+ H22COCO33 →→ CaCOCaCO33 + SiO+ SiO22 + H+ H22OO
Atmospheric COAtmospheric CO22 is carbon source for is carbon source for 
carbonic acid in groundwatercarbonic acid in groundwater
Urey reaction summarizes atmospheric COUrey reaction summarizes atmospheric CO22
removal and burial in marine sedimentsremoval and burial in marine sediments
Accounts for 80% of COAccounts for 80% of CO22 removalremoval
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Dissolution
Kinetics of dissolution reactions faster Kinetics of dissolution reactions faster 
than hydrolysisthan hydrolysis
Dissolution reaction neither efficient nor Dissolution reaction neither efficient nor 
long termlong term
Dissolution of exposed limestone and Dissolution of exposed limestone and 
dolostone on continents and precipitation dolostone on continents and precipitation 
of calcareous skeletons in oceanof calcareous skeletons in ocean

CaCOCaCO33 + H+ H22COCO33 →→ CaCOCaCO33 + H+ H22O + COO + CO22

Although no net removal of COAlthough no net removal of CO22

Temporary removal from atmosphereTemporary removal from atmosphere

Atmospheric CO2 Balance
Slow silicate rock weathering balances Slow silicate rock weathering balances 
longlong--term buildterm build--up of atmospheric COup of atmospheric CO22

On the 1On the 1--100 million100 million--year time scaleyear time scale
Rate of chemical hydrolysis balance rate Rate of chemical hydrolysis balance rate 
of volcanic emissions of COof volcanic emissions of CO22

Neither rate was constant with timeNeither rate was constant with time
EarthEarth’’s long term habitably requires only s long term habitably requires only 
that the two are reasonably well that the two are reasonably well 
balancedbalanced
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What Controls Weathering Reactions?
Chemical weathering influenced byChemical weathering influenced by

TemperatureTemperature
Weathering rates double with 10Weathering rates double with 10°°C riseC rise

PrecipitationPrecipitation
HH22O is required for hydrolysisO is required for hydrolysis

•• Increased rainfall increases soil saturationIncreased rainfall increases soil saturation
HH22O and COO and CO22 form carbonic acidform carbonic acid

VegetationVegetation
Respiration in soils produces CORespiration in soils produces CO22

•• COCO22 in soils 100in soils 100--1000x higher than 1000x higher than 
atmospheric COatmospheric CO22

Climate Controls Chemical Weathering
Precipitation closely linked Precipitation closely linked 
with temperaturewith temperature

Warm air holds more Warm air holds more 
water than cold airwater than cold air

Vegetation closely linked Vegetation closely linked 
with precipitation and with precipitation and 
temperaturetemperature

Plants need waterPlants need water
Rates of photosynthesis Rates of photosynthesis 
correlated with correlated with 
temperaturetemperature
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Chemical Weathering: Earth’s Thermostat?
Chemical weathering can provide negative feedback Chemical weathering can provide negative feedback 
that reduces the intensity of climate warmingthat reduces the intensity of climate warming

Chemical Weathering: Earth’s Thermostat?
Chemical weathering can provide negative feedback Chemical weathering can provide negative feedback 
that reduces the intensity of climate cooling that reduces the intensity of climate cooling 
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Greenhouse vs. Faint Young Sun

Cold surface Cold surface 
temperatures temperatures 
created by the created by the 
faint young Sun faint young Sun 
compensated by compensated by 
stronger stronger 
atmospheric COatmospheric CO22
greenhouse greenhouse 
effecteffect

Volcanism & Weathering
Volcanism on early Earth probably produced more Volcanism on early Earth probably produced more 
atmospheric COatmospheric CO22

Counteracted lower radiant energy and warmed Counteracted lower radiant energy and warmed 
our planetour planet
Volcanism did not slow at same rate as Sun Volcanism did not slow at same rate as Sun 
increase in strengthincrease in strength

Early Earth probably still coldEarly Earth probably still cold
Weathering slowWeathering slow
Continents smallContinents small
Continental crustal rocks silicaContinental crustal rocks silica--poor (basaltic)poor (basaltic)

Stoichiometry of Urey reaction differentStoichiometry of Urey reaction different
Less efficient COLess efficient CO22 removal from atmosphereremoval from atmosphere
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Greenhouse vs. Faint Young Sun
When solar When solar 
luminosity luminosity 
strengthen, strengthen, 
chemical chemical 
weathering weathering 
increased and increased and 
helped transfer helped transfer 
atmospheric COatmospheric CO22
into sedimentsinto sediments

Volcanism & Weathering
As solar luminosity increasedAs solar luminosity increased

Earth warmed and became wetterEarth warmed and became wetter
Chemical weathering increasedChemical weathering increased
COCO22 levels droppedlevels dropped

Continental crust began to grow ~2 byaContinental crust began to grow ~2 bya
Became more siliceous (granitic)Became more siliceous (granitic)

Slow warming of EarthSlow warming of Earth
Caused changes in chemical weatheringCaused changes in chemical weathering
Moderated EarthModerated Earth’’s climates climate
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Tectonic Carbon Cycling
Carbon cycles continuously between rock Carbon cycles continuously between rock 
reservoir and atmospherereservoir and atmosphere

COCO22 removed from atmosphere by chemical removed from atmosphere by chemical 
weathering, deposited in ocean sediments, weathering, deposited in ocean sediments, 
subducted and returned by volcanismsubducted and returned by volcanism

Tectonic Carbon Cycling
Carbon cycles continuously between rock reservoir Carbon cycles continuously between rock reservoir 
and atmosphereand atmosphere

Plate tectonic processes dependant on presence Plate tectonic processes dependant on presence 
of waterof water

Acts as a lubricant for plate Acts as a lubricant for plate subductionsubduction
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Organic Carbon Burial Affect CO2
If the rate of organic carbon burial increases, less If the rate of organic carbon burial increases, less 
organic matter available for decomposition and less organic matter available for decomposition and less 
carbon returned to the atmosphere as COcarbon returned to the atmosphere as CO22

Atmospheric COAtmospheric CO22 reservoir shrinksreservoir shrinks

Organic Carbon Burial Affect O2
If the rate of organic carbon burial increases, less If the rate of organic carbon burial increases, less 
organic matter available for decomposition and less organic matter available for decomposition and less 
oxygen is used during decompositionoxygen is used during decomposition

Atmospheric OAtmospheric O22 reservoir growsreservoir grows
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Importance of Solar Irradiance
Affect planetary climate developmentAffect planetary climate development

Earth Earth vsvs. Venus . Venus vsvs. Mars. Mars
Faint young Sun paradoxFaint young Sun paradox
GlacialGlacial--interglacial variations in solar interglacial variations in solar 
irradianceirradiance

MilankovitchMilankovitch CyclesCycles
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The Climate System


